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Abstrat
The perturbative onstrution of the S-matrix in the ausal spaetime
approah of Epstein and Glaser may be interpreted as a method of regu-
larization for divergent Feynman diagrams. The results of any method of
regularization must be equivalent to those obtained from the Epstein-Glaser
(EG) onstrution, within the freedom left by the latter. In partiular, the
oneptually well-dened approah of Bogoliubov, Parasiuk, Hepp, and Zim-
mermann (BPHZ), though oneptually dierent from EG, meets this re-
quirement. Based on this equivalene we propose a modied BPHZ proedure
whih provides a signiant simpliation of the tehniques of perturbation
theory, and whih applies equally well to standard quantum eld theory and
to hiral theories. We illustrate the proposed method by a number of ex-
amples of various orders in perturbation theory. At the level of multi-loop
diagrams we onrm that subdiagrams as lassied by Zimmermann's forest
formula in BPHZ an be restrited to subdiagrams in the sense of Epstein-
Glaser, thus entailing an important redution of atual omputations. The
relationship of our approah to the method of dimensional regularization
(and renormalization) is partiularly transparent, without having to invoke
analyti ontinuation to unphysial spaetime dimension. It sheds new light
on the role of some parameters that appear within dimensional regulariza-
tion, and thus establishes a diret link of this traditional method to the
BPHZ sheme.
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1 Introdution
As is well-known, formal perturbation theory applied to relativisti quantum eld
theory, in general, leads to ill-dened expressions for elements of the S-Matrix.
Integrals that are expeted to desribe probability amplitudes for ertain sat-
tering proesses are found to be divergent. Generally speaking, these ultra-violet
(UV) divergenies an be traed bak to the naïve appliation of time-ordering
in the desription of propagation of partiles. There are two oneptually rather
dierent lines of attak to deal with this problem: The rst of these onsists in a
set of regularization proedures all of whih are designed suh as to replae diver-
gent integrals in Feynman diagrams by onvergent ones in a onsistent manner.
These empirial regularization shemes are justied by their usefulness in pratial
appliations of quantum eld theory to physial proesses. In order to be onsis-
tent, they must fulll all physial (normalization) onditions, order by order, or,
at least, must ontain enough freedom to meet these onditions. This is the es-
sential prerequisite for the proedure of renormalization. In other terms, not every
sheme of regularization of divergent integrals of a given theory meets the stronger
requirement of renormalizability of that theory.
The seond line follows the approah developed by H. Epstein and V. Glaser, [1℄,
whih is based on ausality and loality in oordinate spae. This proedure makes
use of a well-dened rule for time ordering and thereby allows to onstrut an
entirely divergene-free S-matrix from basi and general priniples. The Epstein-
Glaser (EG) approah is mathematially rigorous, within perturbation theory, but,
when applied without modiations, is not very useful in pratie. By its very
onstrution, due to the proess of distribution splitting, it ontains a ertain
freedom whih, subsequently, is xed through its interpretation in terms of physis
in the proess of renormalization. In fat, as was rst proposed in [2, 3℄, the EG
method an be interpreted itself as a regularization sheme. Thus, this approah is
partiularly useful as a referene framework for testing whether a given empirial
method of regularization is physially admissible (in the sense of renormalizability),
or not.
Among the regularization proedures of the rst group the lassial method of
Bogoliubov, Parasiuk, Hepp and Zimmermann (BPHZ), by its oneptual larity,
is the most rigorous one [4, 5℄. The rules of regularization that it ontains at the
level of one-loop diagrams are equivalent to those of EG, with the latter suitably
translated to momentum spae. In addition BPHZ ontains a general presription,
in the form of the forest formula, for regularizing higher-loop diagrams. However,
although its logial struture is transparent, the BPHZ proedure leads to rather
involved integrals in expliit alulations whih make it less suitable for pratial
omputations of Feynman amplitudes as ompared to more empirial methods
suh as dimensional regularization or the like. (In using the term dimensional
regularization we follow ommon onventions. In fat, this nomenlature means
dimensional renormalization with, say, minimal subtration.)
With d(x) a salar distribution of singular order ω the EG method denes ad-
vaned and retarded distributions through splitting of its support by a spae-like
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hypersurfae, say v · x = 0 with v a timelike vetor. As is well-known, a onstru-
tion valid for all physially relevant values ω and for all test funtions g ∈ S′(Rk),
is then∫
d
4x dret,reg(x)g(x) =
∫
d
4x d(x)Θ(v · x) (Wg) (x) , (1a)∫
d
4x dadv,reg(x)g(x) = −
∫
d
4x d(x) [1−Θ(v · x)] (Wg) (x) , (1b)
where the operator W is dened through its ation on test funtions g(x)
(Wg) (x) = g(x)− w(x)
ω∑
|a|=0
xa
a!
(Dag) (0) (2a)
with Da the ustomary short-hand for partial derivatives
Da =
∂a1+...+ak
∂xa11 · · ·∂x
ak
k
, |a| = a1 + . . .+ ak ,
with xa the standard multiomponent notation for the oordinates, and with w(x)
a funtion satisfying the onditions
w(0) = 1 , Daw|x=0 = 0 for all 1 ≤ |a| ≤ ω . (2b)
A given hoie of the funtion w represents a spei regularization. This is the
perspetive adopted in [2, 3℄. Any two dierent regularizations dier by a δ-
distribution and derivatives thereof up to the order ω in the integrands, [6℄, viz.∫
d
4x (dreg,w1(x)− dreg,w2(x)) g(x) =
∫
d
4x
 ω∑
|a|=0
caD
aδ(x)
 g(x) with
ca =
∫
d
4x d(x)(−1)|a|
xa
a!
[w2(x)− w1(x)] .
This freedom of hoie is essential for the subsequent renormalization proess whih
relates the free parameters to values of physial parameters. As also shown in
that work, a modied subtration operator suh as the one proposed in [7℄ will
yield a valid regularization but may turn out to be too restritive for suessful
renormalization.
In this paper we study a new method that we propose to allmodied BPHZ proe-
dure. This method ombines the pratial usefulness of dimensional regularization
with the strutural simpliity of the lassial BPHZ renormalization in the light
of its equivalene to the Epstein-Glaser method. Like for any other empirial reg-
ularization method, the rigorous Epstein-Glaser framework is the landmark with
respet to whih the orretness and use of our modied proedure must be judged.
The paper is organized as follows. In Set. 2 we disuss the equivalene between
the BPHZ and EG frameworks. In Set. 3 we desribe the idea of the modied
BPHZ method and its justiation, by means of its relationship to Epstein-Glaser.
In Set. 4 we give some instrutive examples and work out the relationship to
dimensional regularization. The nal Set. 5 gives a summary and outlook.
3
2 Equivalene of BPHZ and of EG frameworks
The BPHZ sheme is based on Feynman rules in momentum spae. Shematially,
and at this point still somewhat formally, a given diagram γ with internal momenta
k is translated to an integrand of the form
Iγ(p, k) =
∏
l∈L
∆c(p, k)
∏
V ∈V
PV (p, k) , (3)
where p denotes the set of external momenta, while k stands for the internal
momenta to be integrated over. The fators ∆c are proportional to Feynman pro-
pagators ∆˜F in momentum spae, and orrespond to the internal lines l of a given
set L. The momentum ow is dened by the onventions hosen in the forest
formula. A given vertex V in the set V of verties ontributes the fator PV .
Consider an arbitrary irreduible one-loop diagram whose degree of divergene is
d(γ). The BPHZ approah replaes the integrand by the modied expression
Rγ(p, k) =
(
1− td(γ)p
)
Iγ(p, k) , (4a)
where td(γ)p =
d(γ)∑
|n|=0
1
n!
pn
d
dpn
∣∣∣∣
p=0
. (4b)
The Taylor operator t
d(γ)
p stands symbolially for the expansion in terms of the set
of independent external momenta p. In view of subsequent renormalization, the
general result of regularization has the form∫
d
4k Iγ(p, k)
∣∣∣∣
BPHZ,reg
=
∫
d
4k Rγ(p, k) + P
(d(γ))(p) , (5)
with P (d(γ))(p) a polynomial of degree d(γ) representing the remaining freedom.
For the sake of illustration we will refer repeatedly to φ4 theory in whih ase PV
yields a power of the oupling onstant g. As an example, onsider the four-point
funtion of φ4 theory at one loop i.e. the diagram shown in Figure 1, with external
momentum p and ontaining two internal lines. In this ase d(γ) = 0 and BPHZ
regularization yields
p1
p2
k
p-k
Figure 1: Four-point funtion in the φ4 model, at one loop, with external momen-
tum p = p1 + p2
∆˜2F(p)
∣∣∣
BPHZ,reg
= −
1
(2pi)6
∫
d
4k
{
1
k2 −m2
1
(p− k)2 −m2
−
1
(k2 −m2)2
}
. (6)
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In order to ompare with the orresponding result of EG regularization the equa-
tions (1a) and (2a), as well as all test funtions are transformed to momentum
spae, by Fourier transform, so as to obtain
dreg(g) =
∫
d
4x dreg(x)g(x) =
∫
d
4k d˜reg(k)g˜(k) , (7)
as well as the analogue of (6),
∆˜2F(p)
∣∣∣
reg
= −
1
(2pi)6
∫
d
4k
1
k2 −m2
{
1
(p− k)2 −m2
−
1
(2pi)2
∫
d
4p′
w˜(p′)
(p′ − k)2 −m2
}
. (8)
In the present example one may hoose the funtion w to be w(x) = 1, as a limiting
ase. Obviously, it satises the onditions (2b). Furthermore, its Fourier transform
being w˜(p) = 1/(2pi)2δ(p), it is seen to yield the BPHZ expression (6).
Of ourse, proving the equivalene of the BPHZ and EG shemes, beyond the
one-loop level and for other theories, beomes tehnially more ompliated. As is
well-known, this is due to the fat that EG is an expansion in terms of the number
n of verties, i.e. in terms of powers of the oupling onstant, while BPHZ is an
expansion in terms of loops, i.e. a formal expansion in terms of Plank's onstant.
3 A modied BPHZ proedure
In the lassial BPHZ method divergent momentum integrals are regularized by
means of appropriate Taylor subtrations of the integrand. Although, on the basis
of Zimmermann's forest formula, this approah is transparent and well-dened in
priniple, its pratial implementation in higher orders of perturbation theory is
umbersome. From a pratial point of view, other methods of regularization suh
as analyti ontinuation in the dimension of spae-time are better tools in atual
alulations.
The alternative proedure that we propose aims at modifying the well-dened
framework of BPHZ in suh a way that it beomes as pratiable as ustomary di-
mensional regularization. In essene, the idea is to introdue Feynman parameters
at the level of the unsubtrated integrand and to apply Taylor subtration to the
modied integrand only. As we will show this preserves the mathematial rigour of
the BPHZ sheme but simplies enormously subsequent integrations over internal
momenta.
To start with and in order to explain the essene of the modied method we give a
very simple example from the φ4 model. Within the BPHZ sheme and at seond
order in the oupling onstant g, the ontribution of the one-loop diagram to
the four-point funtion is logarithmially divergent. BPHZ regularize it by Taylor
subtration of the integrand to order zero, viz.
1
2
g2
1
(2pi)4
∫
d
4k
(
1− t0p
) 1
[k2 −m2]
1
[(p− k)2 −m2]
=: Λ(p) (9)
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and thus obtain a well-dened expression. In a rst step, and in analogy to di-
mensional regularization, we parametrize the unmodied integrand by means of
a Feynman parameter z, suh that the integrations over z and over the internal
momentum k may be interhanged. In a seond step the integration variable is
subjet to a translation by the vetor (z − 1)p, k 7→ q = k + (z − 1)p, so that
mixed terms ontaining external and internal momenta no longer appear. Finally,
the Taylor subtration is applied to the modied integrand. The three steps are
given by, respetively,
Λ(p) =
g2
2(2pi)4
∫
d
4k
(
1− t0p
) ∫ 1
0
dz
1
{[(p− k)2 −m2](1− z) + z[k2 −m2]}2
=
g2
2(2pi)4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫
d
4k
(
1− t0p
) 1
[k2 − 2pk(1− z) + p2(1− z)−m2]2
=
g2
2(2pi)4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫
d
4q
(
1− t0p
) 1
[q2 + z(1− z)p2 −m2]2
. (10)
Note that the saling behaviour of the integrand for large values of k remains
unhanged by the introdution of a Feynman parameter. Therefore, the oeients
of the Taylor expansion of order higher than the degree of divergeny lead to
onvergent integrals. The alulation of the integral over q is standard. Making
use of a Wik rotation, one obtains
Λ(p) =
ig2
32pi2
∫ 1
0
dz ln
(
m2
m2 − z(1 − z)p2
)
. (11a)
Note that, unlike in dimensional regularization, the result (11a) is exlusively ob-
tained in dimension four of physial spae-time. Furthermore, the remaining free-
dom in the approah disussed here whih allows for a onstant additive term (with
respet to p), may be made expliit by replaing m 7→ µ, with µ an arbitrary mass,
in the numerator of the logarithm in (11a), i.e. Λ(p) may be replaed by
Λ(µ)(p) =
ig2
32pi2
∫ 1
0
dz ln
(
µ2
m2 − z(1− z)p2
)
. (11b)
Indeed, the expressions (11a) and (11b) dier by a onstant only. For instane,
the spei hoie µ2 = 4piµ2dim.rege
−γ
, with γ Euler's onstant, reprodues the
well-known result of dimensional regularization,
Λ(dim.reg)(p) =
ig2
32pi2
{
−γ +
∫ 1
0
dz ln
(
4piµ2dim.reg
m2 − z(1− z)p2
)}
. (11)
Somewhat more generally, a onvergent one-loop integral whose integrand was
Taylor subtrated to the appropriate order ω
Jγ(p) =
∫
d
4k
(
1− tωp
)
Iγ(k, p) , (12a)
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is transformed by a translation of the argument, k 7→ q = k + λp,
Jγ(p) =
∫
d
4k
{(
1− tωp
)
Iγ(k + λp, p)−∆(q, p)
}
, (12b)
where the funtion ∆(q, p) is dened by this equation and, hene, is given by
∆(q = k + λp, p) =
(
1− tωp
)
Iγ(k + λp, p)−
(
1− tωp
)
Iγ(q, p)
∣∣
q=k+λp
. (13a)
Note that in the rst term the Taylor operator tωp applies to both arguments of the
funtion Iγ , while in the seond term it applies to the seond argument only.
Alternatively, the funtion ∆(q, p), with q = k+ λp an also be written as follows:
∆(q = k + λp, p) =
(
1− tωp
) [(
tωp Iγ(q, p)
)∣∣
q=k+λp
]
. (13b)
The result (13b) follows from an identity for the Taylor operator tωp in the variable
p about the point p = 0, applied to a dierentiable funtion F of two variables,
tωpF (k + λp, p) = t
ω
p
(
tωpF (q, p)
∣∣
q=k+λp
)
. (14)
Indeed, denoting by ∂1 and ∂2 the derivatives with respet to the rst and seond
argument of F , respetively, the left-hand side is
tNy F (x+ λy, y) =
N∑
i=0
(
i
N
)
λiyi
(
∂i1∂
N−i
2 F (x, 0)
)
.
The right-hand side, in turn, is omputed to be
tNy
(
tNy F (u, y)
∣∣
u=x+λy
)
= tNy
{
N∑
k=0
1
k!
yk
(
∂k2F (u, y)
)
u=x+λy,y=0
}
=
N∑
i=0
(
i
N
) N∑
k=0
1
k!
λiyi
(
∂i1∂
k
2F (x, 0)
) (
∂N−iy y
k
)∣∣
y=0
With (∂N−iy y
k)
∣∣
y=0
= k!δN−i,k this is seen to be the same expression as above.
As a result, the integral Jγ, after translation of the internal momentum, takes the
form
Jγ(p) =
∫
d
4k
(
1− tωp
)
Iγ(k + λp, p) + J
(0)(p) , (15)
where J (0) is the integral over ∆. Closer examination of (13a) shows that this
integrand an be written as a sum of derivatives with respet to k of order one and
higher, and, hene, gives rise to surfae terms whih vanish at innity. Thus, J (0)
vanishes. This alulation demonstrates that translation of the integration variable
is an admissible operation.
As will be lear from the examples worked out below, the parameter λ, in gen-
eral, is a funtion of the Feynman parameter(s) z. Like in the example above the
translation is hosen suh that mixed terms in k and p disappear. The integrand is
then a funtion of k2 only so that the integration an be done in Eulidean polar
oordinates, via Wik rotation.
These examples motivate the following modied BPHZ proedure:
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1. In a given integral Iγ(k, p) with external and internal momenta p and k,
respetively, introdue integral representations by means of a set of Feynman
parameters z, interhange the z integrations with the operator (1− tωp ), and
with the integration over the internal momenta k.
2. Perform a translation of the k-variables suh that internal and external mo-
menta are deoupled.
3. To the integrand apply Taylor subtration up to singular order ω.
4. Do the k-integrals by means of Wik rotation and using Eulidean polar
oordinates.
5. In order to make ontat with dimensional regularization replae the mass
parameter(s) by general onstant(s) µ so that only additive terms appear
whih form a polynomial in p up to and inluding the singular order ω. In
some ases this does not exhaust the freedom neessary for renormalization
beause, obviously, the modied BPHZ method has the same number of
parameters as the original one. This is essential for identifying the physial
parameters of the theory (masses, harges et) in eah order of perturbation
theory.
This is a well-dened algorithmwhose advantages are evident. The general analysis
given in eqs. (12a)(15) as well as the examples at seond and higher orders,
lend strong support to the onjeture that it meets all requirements of physial
renormalization. Its loseness to the original BPHZ regularization and, hene, to
Epstein-Glaser regularization, guarantees that it is an admissible regularization
sheme.
By a suitable hoie of the parameter(s) µ one makes ontat with well-known
regularization methods suh as dimensional regularization, without having to on-
tinue to unphysial spae-time dimensions. The method is mathematially rigorous
but more pratiable than the original BPHZ approah.
Furthermore, turning to fermions, no ontinuation of the Cliord algebra of Dira
γ-matries is neessary given the fat that the modied BPHZ method works
exlusively in dimension four.
Our approah is rather lose to the framework of Epstein and Glaser, but allows for
diret omparison with unmodied BPHZ. Due to anellations of a ertain lass of
subdiagrams there are important simpliations in the alulation of higher-order
proesses. In order to explain this point we need some preparation and denitions.
As we stated above, EG is an expansion in terms of the oupling onstant g, while
BPHZ is an expansion in powers of ~, hene in terms of the number of loops.
EG onstruts a funtional Tn desribing a diagram with n verties by reurrene
from the tempered distribution T1 = iLint. The total diagram depends on fun-
tionals whih were regularized previously at orders lower than n, say m < n. Thus,
the orresponding subdiagrams ontain irreduible parts with a number of verties
smaller than n. We shall all suh subdiagrams Epstein-Glaser-subdiagrams or, for
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short, EG subdiagrams. The BPHZ framework, in turn, works by suessive addi-
tion of ounter terms proportional to asending powers of ~ and, as a onsequene,
requires a dierent lassiation of subdiagrams. Let us all BPHZ subdiagram any
irreduible divergent part of the total diagram whih ontains a smaller number of
loops than the main diagram. In partiular, there will be subdiagrams whih are
lower in loop order but do not have a smaller number of verties. We all these pure
BPHZ subdiagrams. An example we shall study in more detail below is the sun-
rise diagram in the φ4 model, f. Figure 2. In the framework of BPHZ it ontains
three logarithmially divergent subdiagrams. In the perspetive of EG, in ontrast,
it is a diagram with two verties and, hene, ontains no divergent subdiagram at
all. In our terminology the three BPHZ subdiagrams are pure BPHZ subdiagrams.
The sum of the ounter terms generated by these subdiagrams does not ontribute
to the regularization of the sunrise diagram. This example as well as other exam-
ples studied in [6℄ onrm this to be a general rule, and are in aordane with
a theorem by Zimmermann [10℄: Pure BPHZ subdiagrams do not yield ounter
terms, i.e. their sum vanishes, and, thus, they may be left out in the modied
approah.
p p
p-k-q
q
k
Figure 2: Sunrise diagram in the φ4 model
We illustrate the method by a number of signiant examples in seond and higher
orders.
4 Examples
We start with some lassial examples from quantum eletrodynamis and ele-
troweak interations, the self-energy of the eletron, the vauum polarization, and
the vertex orretion at one-loop order, then mention briey the ase of the triangle
anomaly. We nish with a typial seond-order, two-loop, proess and with some
remarks about higher-order proesses whih illustrate the simpliity of our alter-
native sheme. In all these examples the equivalene to EG regularization proves
the orretness of the modied BPHZ approah.
4.1 Quantum eletrodynamis with eletrons
In the original BPHZ framework the self-energy of the eletron reads
Σ(p) = −
ie2
(2pi)4
∫
d
4k
(
1− t1p
) γµ(/p − /k +m)γµ
[(p− k)2 −m2]k2
. (16a)
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In the modied BPHZ approah we introdue a Feynman parameter z, interhange
integrations, and substitute k 7→ q = k − zp suh as to deouple internal and
external momenta, to obtain
Σ(p) = −
ie2
(2pi)4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫
d
4q
(
1− t1p
) γµ((1− z)/p − /q +m)γµ
[q2 − zm2 + z(1 − z)p2]2
. (16b)
This is easily worked out to be
Σ(p) =
e2
16pi2
∫ 1
0
dz [(z − 1)2/p + 4m] ln
(
m2
m2 − (1− z)p2
)
. (16)
The remaining freedom is made expliit by replaing m2 by an arbitrary squared
mass µ2,
Σ(µ)(p) =
e2
16pi2
∫ 1
0
dz [(z − 1)2/p + 4m] ln
(
µ2
m2 − (1− z)p2
)
. (16d)
One veries that the hoie
µ2 = 4piµ2dim.reg e
(1/2−γ)
(17)
reprodues (the nite part of) the result known from dimensional regularization,
see e.g. [11℄.
Lowest order vauum polarization in original BPHZ is given by
Πµν(p) =
ie2
(4pi)2
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
)
tr
(
γµ
/q +m
q2 −m2
γν
/q − /p +m
(q − p)2 −m2
)
(18a)
In the modied sheme, we introdue a Feynman parameter z, interhange the
integration over z with the one over the internal momentum q, and perform a
translation of the integration variable q 7→ q¯ = q − (1− z)p, to obtain
Π(µ)µν (p) = −
e2
2pi2
∫ 1
0
dz
(
gµνp
2 − pµpν
)
z(1− z) ln
(
µ2
m2 − z(1 − z)p2
)
. (18b)
As before, in order to exhaust the remaining freedom, we have replaed the nu-
merator m2 in the logarithm by an arbitrary squared mass µ2. The (nite part of)
the known result of dimensional regularization [11℄ is reovered by the hoie
µ2 = 4piµ2dim.reg e
−γ
(19)
The vertex orretion, at the same order, nally, is found to be
−ieΛ(µ)α (p, p
′) = −
ie3
8pi2
γα
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy ln
(
µ2(x+ y)
D2
)
+
ie3
8pi2
γα
+
ie3
16pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
1
D2
{γν [(1− y)/p
′ − x/p +m]γα[(1− x)/p − y/p
′ +m]γν} ,
(20)
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where the denominator in the integrands stands for
D2 = (x+ y)m2 − x(1− x)p2 − y(1− y)p′ 2 + 2pp′xy .
As before, we replaed the numerator m2 in the logarithm by an arbitrary term
µ2, to ope with the remaining freedom after regularization. The analogous re-
sult in dimensional regularization is reovered by the same hoie (17) as for the
self-energy. This shows that the modied BPHZ regularization fullls the Ward-
Takahashi identity
∂
∂pα
Σ(p) = −Λα(p, p) . (21)
Though not surprising, this is a onsisteny hek.
4.2 Chiral anomaly
We also analyzed the well-known vetor-vetor-axial vetor (VVA) hiral anomaly
skethed in Figure 3, within the modied BPHZ proedure.
(γαγ5)
(γν)(γµ)
p q
p+q
k
k+qk-p
Figure 3: Triangle graph ontributing to the anomaly
Denoting the amplitude by Tαµν and hoosing the internal loop momenta as shown
in Figure 3, onservation of the vetor urrent at the two lower verties should yield
the Ward identities
pµTαµν = 0 , q
νTαµν = 0 , (22a)
whereas the axial urrent vertex should produe an anomalousWard identity whih
survives even in the limit of the fermion mass m going to zero, viz.
(p+ q)αTαµν = 2mTµν +
1
2pi2
εµνστq
σpτ , (22b)
the term Tµν being given by
Tµν =
∫
d
4k
(2pi)4
tr
(
/k +m
k2 −m2
γµ
/k − /p +m
(k − p)2 −m2
γ5
/k + /q +m
(k + q)2 −m2
γν
)
+(p↔ q, µ↔ ν) .
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It is known that the anomaly an be shifted from the axial vetor urrent to the
vetor urrent, or to a linear ombination of these [8℄, [9℄. Thus, by requiring that
it be the vetor urrent whih is onserved, some of the freedom in the renormal-
ization proess is made use of.
The diagram of Figure 3 is linearly divergent. If regularized by Taylor subtration,
in the spirit of BPHZ, it is given by
1
2
Tαµν = −
∫
d
4k
(2pi)4
(1− t1p,q)tr
(
/k +m
k2 −m2
γµ
/k − /p +m
(k − p)2 −m2
γαγ5
/k + /q +m
(k + q)2 −m2
γν
)
= −2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫
d
4k
(2pi)4
(1− t1p,q)
tr [(/k +m)γµ(/k − /p +m)γαγ5(/k + /q +m)γν ]
[(k2 −m2)(1− x− y) + ((k − p)2 −m2)x+ ((k + q)2 −m2)y]3
= −2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫
d
4k
(2pi)4
(1− t1p,q)
tr [(/k +m)γµ(/k − /p +m)γαγ5(/k + /q +m)γν ]
[(k + (qy − px))2 − (qy − px)2 −m2(1− x− y) + (q2 −m2)y + (p2 −m2)x]3
.
A seond term ontributing to the hiral anomaly is obtained by interhanging
(p ↔ q), (µ↔ ν). By the symmetry of the integrands this seond term yields the
same result as the rst so that the fator 1/2 on the left-hand side an be dropped.
Following the rules of the modied BPHZ sheme desribed in Set. 3 one performs
the substitution
k¯ = k − (qy − px)
suh as to separate internal and external momenta, and to allow for separation of
terms even and odd in the new integration variable k¯. Indeed, only the even terms
ontribute to the integral. A straightforward alulation leads to the result
Tαµν = T
log
αµν + T
finite
αµν ,
the logarithmially divergent term and the nite term being given by, respetively,
T logαµν =
1
2pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy εαµνσ {(3x− 1)p
σ − (3y − 1)qσ}
ln
(
m2
m2 + (qy − px)2 − q2y − p2x
)
,
T finiteαµν =
1
2pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
{
εαµνσ((y − 1)q
σ − (x− 1)pσ)
+
εαµνσ {[(y − 1)q
σ − (x− 1)pσ] [(qy − px)2 −m2]− yq2pσ + xp2qσ}
m2 + (qy − px)2 − q2y − p2x
+ 2
y εαµστp
σqτ [(y − 1)qν − xpν ] + x εανστq
σpτ [(x− 1)pµ − yqµ]
m2 + (qy − px)2 − q2y − p2x
}
.
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In this example the well-known result obtained from unmodied BPHZ, or from
dimensional regularization [9℄, is obtained in a straightforward and tehnially sim-
pler fashion. Replaing m2 in the logarithmi integrand by an arbitrary parameter
µ2 does not hange the total expression. Indeed, this replaement produes an
additive term proportional to
{(3x− 1)pα − (3y − 1)qα} ln
(
m2
µ2
)
,
whih yields zero after integrating over the Feynman parameter y from 0 to (1−x),
and over x from 0 to 1.
For the sake of ompleteness we verify the Ward identities (22a) and alulate the
anomaly (22b). Straightforward alulation of the divergene pµTαµν leads to the
result
pµTαµν =
1
2pi2
εαµνσp
µqσ
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
1
m2 + (qy − px)2 − q2y − p2x[
(−yx+ 2yx2 + x3 − 1
2
x2)p2 + (yx2 − y2x)qp+ (−y3 − 2y2x+ 1
2
y2 + yx)q2
]
.
In the diagram of Figure 3 the vetor bosons at the lower verties are idential so
that p2 = q2 (and equal to zero in the ase of external photons). With q2 = p2
the integrand is antisymmetri under exhange of x and y while the domain of
integration is symmetri. Therefore, the integral vanishes and the rst of the Ward
identities (22a) holds true. The seond Ward identity follows from the rst by the
symmetry (p↔ q), (µ↔ ν).
Regarding the divergene (22b) whih ontains the anomaly, we nd for the rst
term on the right-hand side
2mTµν(m) = −
1
pi2
εµνστq
σpτ
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
m2
m2 + (qy − px)2 − q2y − p2x
.
The left-hand side of (22b) is alulated along the lines of the proedure desribed
above. We nd the result
(p+ q)αTαµν =−
1
pi2
εµνστq
σpτ∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
{ m2
m2 + (qy − px)2 − q2y − p2x
− 1
}
,
and, upon omparison with the previous formula,
(p+ q)αTαµν = 2mTµν(m) +
1
2pi2
εµνστq
σpτ ,
whih is, indeed, the anomalous identity (22b).
This example illustrates well the advantage of the modied BPHZ proedure, as
ompared to original BPHZ renormalization or to dimensional renormalization,
by its simpliation of the momentum integral. Furthermore, the equivalene to
Epstein-Glaser regularization puts the modied proedure on solid ground. As
ompared to dimensional regularization, in partiular, there is no need to introdue
an analyti ontinuation of γ5 to any other spae-time dimension than four.
We note in passing that the hiral limitm→ 0, like in the usual BPHZ framework,
requires a separate disussion. We do not treat this ase in the present work.
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4.3 Higher loop diagrams
The sunrise diagram in the φ4 model, f. Fig. 2, provides an instrutive example
for the omparison of BPHZ and EG regularizations. Being a diagram with two
verties it ontains no EG subdiagrams at all. In the perspetive of BPHZ, however,
it ontains three logarithmially divergent pure BPHZ subdiagrams. Thus, in the
former ase it is regularized in a single step by Taylor subtration with respet
to the external momentum, while in the latter, one would have to invoke the
forest formula for identifying the ounter terms stemming from the three divergent
subdiagrams. This is to say that the modied approah whih, in essene, is a
pratiable version of EG, is tehnially simpler, and, furthermore it uses the fat
that, in aord with Zimmermann's theorem [10℄, the ontributions from all pure
BPHZ subproesses anel.
Regularizing the quadratially divergent diagram of Fig. 2 by Taylor subtration
of the integrand one has
Σ(p) =
g2
6(2pi)8
∫
d
4q
∫
d
4k
(
1− t2p
) 1
[(p− k − q)2 −m2]
1
k2 −m2
1
q2 −m2
. (23a)
One suesively introdues Feynman parameters for the internal momenta k, q,
and p− k − q, and applies the neessary translations whih deouple internal and
external momenta. Details of this alulation are given in the appendix. The result
is
Σ(p) =
g2
6(4pi)4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− 2z)(1− 2x)p2
(z − 1)(1− z + z2)
ln
(
[z(1 − z)(1 − x) + x]m2
−xz(1 − z)(1 − x)p2 + z(1 − z)(1− x)m2 + xm2
)
. (23b)
As in the previous examples one replaes the parameter m2 by an arbitrary pa-
rameter µ2 but veries that the result (23b) remains unhanged,
Σ(µ)(p) = Σ(p) .
It is instrutive to ompare the result (23b) to a alulation of the sunrise diagram
using dimensional regularization [12℄. The result is
Σdim.reg(p) =
g2
6(4pi)4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
{(
−
(1− x)
x
3m2 + (1− x)p2
)
ln
(
[z(1 − z)(1− x) + x]m2
−xz(1 − z)(1 − x)p2 + z(1− z)(1− x)m2 + xm2
)
+
1
2
p2
}
. (23)
The expressions (23b) and (23) both are regularizations of the same salar dis-
tribution. Furthermore, their Taylor expansion vanishes up to the order p2, in the
rst ase by onstrution, in the seond ase due to the additional term p2/2. As
this exhausts the remaining freedom in regularizing, one onludes that the two
results are idential.
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In order to make ontat with the unmodied BPHZ proedure we have heked
by expliit alulation using the forest formula that, indeed, the three subdiagrams
whih are not EG subdiagrams anel in the Taylor expansion and, hene, do not
ontribute to the regularization of the sunrise diagram. Thus, the modied BPHZ
proedure is very lose to pure Epstein-Glaser regularization and avoids from the
start irrelevant ontributions from pure BPHZ subdiagrams to the regularized
amplitudes, in agreement with the proof by Zimmermann [10℄.
These results are orroborated by ase studies of EG regularization in higher orders.
Among others we studied the four-point funtion of the φ4 theory in dimension 4,
at the level of two loops. The same model in dimension 6 provides an example
whih besides yielding divergent EG subdiagrams, also exhibits pure BPHZ subdi-
agrams. The ontribution of the pure BPHZ subdiagrams, i.e. those whih have no
ounterpart in EG, upon Taylor subtration, are found to vanish, as expeted. In
the latter example we also studied three-loop ontributions to the two-point fun-
tion [6℄. In all ases EG regularization on one hand, and alulation following the
forest formula restrited to EG subdiagrams, on the other, yield idential results.
5 Conlusions and outlook
The modied BPHZ proedure that we advoate in this paper ombines the trans-
parent onept of BPHZ regularization with the pratial usefulness of dimensional
regularization. In partiular, the relevant integrals are easier to alulate than the
orresponding ones within the original BPHZ method. Furthermore, the momen-
tum dependent logarithms always ontain a referene mass whih is idential with
the typial mass parameter of the theory (the eletron mass in the ase of the
examples from QED, the salar mass in the φ4 model). We showed, however, that
resaling is possible within the freedom allowed by the regularization proess. In
the examples with one loop, for instane, this allows to introdue a new mass pa-
rameter whih may be identied with the parameter of dimensional regularization.
However, there is an essential dierene here: While dimensional regularization
requires the introdution of this parameter for (spaetime-)dimensional reasons,
in our approah it is a manisfestation of the general freedom within the proess
of regularization. This remark, in turn, justies its appearene in the results of
dimensional regularization.
The omparison of BPHZ regularization along the forest formula with the Epstein-
Glaser onstrution onrms the expeted signiant simpliation of expliit al-
ulations in higher orders. In the light of dierent lassiations of subdiagrams
in the framework of BPHZ on one side, and in the Epstein-Glaser onstrution on
the other, the summation over the subdiagrams ontained in the forest formula is
restrited to subdiagrams in the sense of Epstein-Glaser.
1
The modied proedure
implies, in partiular, that the ombinatoris of higher-order diagrams is desribed
by the restrited forest formula whih takes aount exlusively of the lass of
1
Of ourse, a ertain hoie of the standard momentum ow in the forest formula had to be
made but the onlusion should be independent of that hoie.
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EG subdiagrams. Thus, this method is as straightforward as, e.g. dimensional reg-
ularization, and has the virtue to rest on solid mathematial ground.
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A Derivation of Eq. (23b)
The strategy for deriving (23b) goes as follows. A rst Feynman parameter denoted
by z is introdued for the k-integration. A subsequent translation by k 7→ k˜ =
k− (1−z)(p−q) then frees this inner momentum from mixed terms. Furthermore,
we introdue the redundant operation (1− t0p), viz.
Σ˜(p) :=
6(2pi)8
g2
Σ(p) =
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) ∫ 1
0
dz
∫
d
4k
(
1− t0p
)
1
{(1− z)[(p− k − q)2 −m2] + z(k2 −m2)}2
1
q2 −m2
=
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) ∫ 1
0
dz
∫
d
4k˜
(
1− t0p
) 1
{k˜2 + z(1 − z)(p− q)2 −m2}2
1
q2 −m2
= 2ipi2
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) ∫ 1
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
dρ
(
1− t0p
) ρ3
{ρ2 − z(1− z)(p− q)2 +m2}2
1
q2 −m2
= ipi2
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) ∫ 1
0
dz ln
(
m2 − z(1 − z)q2
m2 − z(1− z)(p− q)2
)
1
q2 −m2
(1)
Doing a partial integration in the integral over the parameter z, and introduing
the abbreviation m¯2 := m2/(z(1 − z)), yields suessively
Σ˜(p) = −ipi2
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) ∫ 1
0
dz
z(1 − 2z)m2(p2 − 2pq)
[m2 − z(1 − z)q2][m2 − z(1 − z)(p− q)2][q2 −m2]
= −ipi2
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) ∫ 1
0
dz
zm2
z2(1− z)2
(1− 2z)(p2 − 2pq)
[q2 − m¯2][(p− q)2 − m¯2][q2 −m2]
In evaluating the integration over the momentum q one introdues two more Feyn-
man parameters x and y suh as to obtain
Σ˜(p) = −2ipi2
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
) m2
z(1− z)2
(1− 2z)(p2 − 2pq)
{(1− x− y)(q2 − m¯2) + x[(p− q)2 − m¯2] + y(q2 −m2)}3
.
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Translation of the integration variable q 7→ q+xp deouples the remaining internal
momentum from the external momentum p so that one obtains
Σ˜(p) = −2ipi2
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫
d
4q
(
1− t2p
)
m2
z(1 − z)2
(1− 2z)(p2 − 2pq − 2xp2)
{q2 − x2p2 − (1− y)m¯2 − ym2 + xp2}3
= (−2ipi2)2
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
∫ ∞
0
dr r3
p2m2
z(1− z)2(
1− t0p
) (1− 2z)(1− 2x)
r2 + x2p2 + (1− y)m¯2 + ym2 − xp2}3
= pi4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
m2p2
z(1− z)2
(1− 2z)(1 − 2x)x(x− 1)p2
[x(x− 1)p2 + (1− y)m¯2 + ym2][(1− y)m¯2 + ym2]
= pi4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dy
1
(1− y)m2 + z(1 − z)ym2
z(1 − 2z)(1 − 2x)x(x− 1)m2p4
x(x− 1)z(1− z)p2 + (1− y)m2 + z(1 − z)ym2
The integration over the parameter y yields
Σ˜(p) = pi4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− 2z)(1 − 2x)p2
(z − 1)(1− z + z2)
ln
(
(−x− (1− x)z(1 − z)) (x(1− x)z(1 − z)p2 −m2)
−xz(1 − x)(1 − z)p2 +m2 − (1− x)(1− z + z2)m2
)
.
Finally, one noties that the following integral vanishes, by the antisymmetry of
the integrand under x←→ (1− x),∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− 2z)(1− 2x)p2
(z − 1)(1− z + z2)
ln
(
x(1− x)z(1 − z)p2 −m2
−m2
)
= 0 .
Making use of this fat one obtains the result
Σ˜(p) ≡
6(2pi)8
g2
Σ(p) = pi4
∫ 1
0
dz
∫ 1
0
dx
(1− 2z)(1 − 2x)p2
(z − 1)(1− z + z2)
ln
(
[x+ (1− x)z(1 − z)]m2
−x(1 − x)z(1 − z)p2 + (1− x)z(1 − z)m2 + xm2
)
. (2)
This is the result shown in Eq. (23b).
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